Measurements of time resolved fluorescence anisotropy and fluorescence resonance energy transfer are finding many applications in the study of biological macromolecules as they enable structural properties of the host molecules to be determined in their natural environment. A difficulty in interpreting these experiments is that they both require knowledge of the relative orientation of the fluorophores, a property that is almost impossible to measure. Here we conduct simulations of AlexaFluor488 and AlexaFluor568 attached to two sites on the membrane channel MscL to provide an alternative mechanism for determining the likely configurations and orientational freedom of the fluorophores, as well as the most likely value of the orientation factor κ 2 for energy transfer between them. The fluorophores are relatively mobile, and are found to be more so when immersed in bulk water than when they interact with the lipid membrane. The fluorophores never insert deeply into the lipid, despite their hydrophobic linkers and aromatic head group structures. Properties such as the fluorescence anisotropy decay can be predicted from simulations of the fluorophores in bulk water that closely match experimental data. In contrast, when the fluorophores were attached to the large MscL protein it was difficult to sample all the possible configurations of the fluorophores due to the computational time required. While this approach is likely to provide useful data on solvent accessible fluorophores attached to small proteins, simulations lasting greater than 50ns or the use of biasing forces are required to accurately predict orientation factors for use in energy transfer experiments on larger membrane bound proteins.
Introduction
Fluorescence spectroscopy is an important tool for understanding molecular biophysics. Not only can fluorescent tags be used to track the localisation of proteins and molecules within cells, they can also be used to probe the operation of individual macromolecules themselves. Fluorophores preferentially absorb and emit light polarised in certain directions due to the presence of transition moments within the molecular scaffold. Tracing the degree to which initially polarised incident light becomes depolarised upon emission, for example, yields information about how much the fluorophore can rotate between absorption and emission. This in turn can be used to examine the mobility or flexibility of the protein to which it is attached. If the fluorophore is held relatively rigidly to the host molecule, then tracking changes in the orientation of the fluorophore can be used to trace conformational changes in the host. Sase et. al. (1) , for example were able to follow the axial rotation of actin filaments sliding over myosin fixed to a surface using this approach, while Adachi et. al. (2) were able to directly observe the rotary motion of F 1 -ATPase.
Fluorescence can also be used as a way to measure distances in macromolecular systems by utilising the process known as Fluorescence resonance energy transfer or FRET. In this, one fluorescent molecule, the 'donor' excited by a photon of light spontaneously transfers its energy to another molecule, the 'acceptor' by a non-radiative dipole-dipole interaction (3) (4) (5) . The fraction, or efficiency, of energy transferred depends on the distance between the molecules, and typically takes place over distances of 10 -100 A, depending on the spectral characteristics of the molecules. Thus, if fluorophores are attached to known sites, measurement of the efficiency of energy transfer provides an ideal probe of inter-and intra-molecular distances over macromolecular length scales. With this in mind, FRET has been used for measuring the structure and conformational changes within molecules (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) , interactions between molecules (11, 12) , and as a powerful indicator of biochemical events (13) . A complication is that as well as being dependent on the distance between the fluorophores, the efficiency of energy transfer is also dependent on the relative orientation of the transition moments of the donor and acceptor molecules.
One major difficulty with fluorescence techniques that involve the orientation of the fluorophores is that measuring these orientations and their relation to the host molecule experimentally can be extremely difficult. Indeed, most successful applications involve rigidly binding the fluorophore to a single host molecule, and this host molecule to a surface (1, 2) . In most applications, however, neither of these is achieved, which can introduce a large degree of uncertainty into the interpretation of any results. In FRET, for example, the relative orientation of the donor and acceptor molecules is used to relate the efficiency of energy transfer to the distance between the molecules via the so called 'orientation factor' κ 2 that can take values between 0 and 4. The difficulties involved in determining the orientations mean that in most cases the molecules are simply assumed to rapidly diffuse through all possible orientations to one another in which case a value of κ 2 = 2/3 can be used (4, 14) . The use of this value in general situations has been long debated (see for example (14, 15) ), and although it yields reasonable results in many situations, it is at best an approximation whose validity can only be determined by comparison with distance measurements obtained from other means such as from X-ray diffraction.
Recently, techniques have been developed to measure the orientation of fluorophores relative to the host molecule in macroscopically ordered systems such as when the host molecules are embedded in a cell membrane using measurements of the polarisation of the emission (16) (17) (18) (19) or directly from confocal images (20) . However, at best these approaches can only be used to place limits on the possible orientations of the fluorophore relative to the host and can not easily discriminate between different models of diffusion of the fluorophore orientation.
Computational techniques now provide alternative ways to examine the behaviour of large biophysical systems. A recent publication, demonstrated that simulation can be helpful in interpreting the results of fluorescence anisotropy experiments (21) In this, molecular dynamics simulations of an AlexaFluor488 dye molecule attached to the AB-loop of bacteriorhodopsin were used to by differentiating the effect of fast dynamics of the dye relative to the protein and the slower dynamics of the protein loop itself and the overall tumbling of the molecule , on the measured time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy decay curves that cannot be separated by experiment alone. Molecular dynamics simulation has also been used to directly compare the distribution in distances between donor and acceptor pairs attached to a prion repeat protein allowing the dynamics of the protein to be determined in atomic detail (22) . More recent simulations have been used to directly calculate FRET between fluorophores attached to a polyproline linker (23) or involving tryptophan in a tetracycline repressor protein (24) . No computational studies have been made, however, to study how the orientation of fluorescent tags added to proteins influence FRET taking place between them. This situation is becoming increasingly common as FRET is used to gather detailed structural information about proteins as they operate (10, 25) Here, we utilise computer simulation to help solve the problem of measuring fluorophore orientations with a specific application to FRET. We examine the orientation of dye molecules attached to an integral membrane protein MscL. This protein forms a safety valve in bacterial cells opening a wide pore under membrane tension to relieve pressure during hypo-osmotic stress (26) (27) (28) . By carefully parameterising the dyes AlxaFluor488 (AF488) and AlexaFluor568 (AF568) the dye molecules can be simulated when attached to the host protein embedded in a lipid bilayer. This enables the relative orientation of the molecules to be determined during simulations for use in relating FRET efficiency measurements to the distance between the molecules and for comparison with corresponding experimental measurements. The distances between the fluorophores during the simulation can also be compared with values determined in experimental FRET measurements. While fluorescent proteins are commonly used to label proteins when measuring FRET, here we concentrate on the smaller AlexaFluors to complement our experimental studies and because small molecule dyes are more commonly used when specific distances are being measured.
Methods

Structures of the dyes
The structures of the AF488 and AF568 dyes were obtained by performing a sequence of geometry optimisations using the program GAUSSIAN03 (29) . Although the dyes are only available as a mixture of 5-and 6-isomers (Invitrogen-Molecular Probes), we restricted our study to the 5-isomer, hoping that this would make only a small adjustment to the final orientation of the dye molecule relative to the protein and membrane. An initial guess of each structure based upon a previously reported study of AF488 (21) was first geometry optimised using Hartree-Fock theory and a 3-21G basis set. The results of this were then fed into a similar calculation using a 6-31G basis set, then a 6-31G* basis set before a final geometry was obtained using the 6-31+G* basis set for consistency with the CHARMM force field. Unlike the previous study of AF488 (21) , 5 CH 2 groups were included in the linker to make the structure consistent with that published by Invitrogen-Molecular Probes.
Parameterisation of the dyes
The AlexaFluor dyes are comprised of an alkane linker attached to a large aromatic headgroup with an extended π electron system. For this reason, they pose difficult targets for accurate parameterisation for use with classical force field methods. Fortunately, the headgroups of the dyes are likely to remain relatively planar in most situations. Thus, the overall orientation of the dye relative to the host molecule is most strongly influenced by the behaviour of the linker region that is much more similar to well parameterised molecules, an assertion that is supported by the simulations presented here.
Partial charges on the atoms were determined by fitting the electrostatic potential (i.e. the "ESP" method) (30, 31) on the results of a BLYP density functional calculation utilising the geometry optimised structures. Due to the presence of sulfur atoms, a triple zeta 6-311+G** basis set was used for this purpose. During resonance energy transfer, the donor molecule exists in an excited state before passing its energy to the acceptor molecule. As we are interested in the relative orientation of the molecules during such transfer events, we must calculate partial charges on the donor molecule in its first excited state. Atomic charges were calculated for both the ground and first excited states using time dependent methods (32) , and in all cases these charges were within 0.05 e of each other. Thus, the same set of partial charges could reasonably be used to represent both states. Any slightly asymmetric charges were adjusted to maintain the symmetry of the dye headgroup. Also, the aliphatic hydrogens were assigned a charge of 0.09 and the carbon to which they were attached adjusted to neutralise this as is standard in the CHARMM force field. Unlike in the previous study of AF488 (21) , the total charge of each dye was set to -1 (rather than -2) as suggested by Invitrogen-Molecular Probes and to make the molecule a closed shell system.
The equilibrium bond lengths, bond angles and dihedral angles were determined from the quantum mechanical structures. Force constants, however, were determined from comparison to atoms with similar chemical environments in the CHARMM27 force field. Van der Waals parameters of the atoms are much less sensitive to the environment and were similarly derived from similar atom types in the the force field. Partial charges and bond parameters for the bound form of the AlexaFluor molecules were obtained from quantum mechanical calculations of the AlexaFluor linker to a cysteine residue.
Determination of transition dipole moments
To be able to determine the angle between the transition moments of the dyes to the plane of the membrane as well as the angle between the donor and acceptor transition moments during molecular dynamics simulations, the orientation of these moments within the molecular structure must be determined. Calculations were made on both the entire geometry optimised AlexaFluor structures, and on just the 3 ring headgroup to allow larger basis sets to be used. Excited state calculations were made using both the single excitation CI-singles (33) and time dependent methods (32) using either Hartree-Fock and Density Functional theory. Basis sets ranging from STO-3G to 6-311++G** were used for the headgroup calculations, while basis sets up to 6-31G* were examined for calculations on the entire molecule. Calculations were made using both Gaussian03 (29) and MOLPRO (34).
Molecular dynamics simulations
To conduct MD simulations, the imaged structure of the MscL protein (35) (PDB entry 1MSL) was placed within a 120 × 120Å patch of POPC lipid membrane and solvated in a flexible TIP3 water and ion containing box (150mM NaCl) making sure the entire system remained neutral as illustrated in Fig 1. The entire system contained ∼ 170000 atoms. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using NAMD (36) using the CHARMM27 all atom parameter set with a timestep of 1 fs and periodic boundaries. Electrostatic interactions were calculated using the particle mesh ewald scheme, while Lennard-Jones interactions are cutoff distance at 12Å. All simulations were carried out at constant pressure (1 atmosphere) and temperature (310K).
Initially, the MscL protein was equilibrated without dye molecules attached. To do this, the lipid and water was initially energy minimised for 1000 steps while the protein was held fixed. Then, the protein backbone was fixed and all other atoms were minimised for a further 5000 steps before releasing the backbone and minimising for a further 1000 steps. After this, harmonic constraints (3 kcal /Å 2 ) were applied to the alpha carbon atoms of the protein and the system was heated to 310K over 3 ps of simulation before simulating for an additional 20ps. Finally the restraints on the backbone atoms were halved for another 20ps of simulation before turning all restraints off and simulating the entire system for 3.7 ns.
After this initial equilibration, separate simulations were conducted with AlexaFluor dyes attached at either residue 42 (end of a transmembrane helix) or at residue 55 (periplasmic domain). As the functional protein is pentameric, when one fluorophore is attached to each subunit a total of five fluorophores are included in the simulation. In this case we attach 3 AF488 molecules and 2 AF568. To attach the dye molecules, a mutation was introduced into each of the five subunits of the protein to mimic the introduction of a cysteine residue at that position as done experimentally when labelling the protein (10) . Then, the dye molecules were positioned with their linkers adjacent to the cysteine residues to which they are attached and the headgroup pointing away from the protein and the dye was joined to the protein with a covalent bond. Water or ions overlapping with the dye were removed from the system. The system was then energy minimised for 5000 steps before dynamics simulation were run. In addition, simulations were also made in which part of the protein and just one of the dye molecules were simulated as described in detail below.
Separate simulations were also conducted to examine the behaviour of the free dye molecules in water. In these, the dye molecule was placed in a 40Å 3 box of water molecules with one Na + ion to keep the system neutral. Simulations were performed with periodic boundary conditions as described above.
Calculation of fluorescence anisotropy and orientation factor
The fluorescence anisotropy was calculated from the simulations using an approach similar to that described previously, assuming the absorption and emission dipoles are parallel (21) . The vector describing the transition moment was saved at every step and the anisotropy as a function of time calculated from r(t) = 2 5
where P 2 (x) = (3x 2 − 1)/2, µ(s) is the transition moment at the time of excitation and µ(s + t) is the transition moment some time later. The averaging is achieved by taking results using each frame of the simulation as the time of excitation in turn and averaging results for the given time t after this. The orientation factor κ 2 can be easily calculated at any frame of the simulation from the transition moments using
where θ T is the angle between the transition moments of the donor and acceptor, θ D is the angle between the donor transition moment and the line connecting the donor and acceptor, and θ A is the angle between the acceptor transition moment and this line.
Measures of the mobility of individual fluorophores
The average orientation of the fluorophores relative to the membrane and their mobility cannot be measured experimentally. All that can be determined is the B-factor that depends on both of these quantities (20)
in which α is the average angle between the fluorophore transition moment and the membrane normal. The quantity u represents a measure the orientational freedom of the fluorophore with values closer to 1 representing more rigidly held orientations. u = 1 implies fixed fluorophore orientations and u = 1/3 completely free orientations. The parameter u does not contain informational about the rate of orientational rearrangement, only the average orientational distribution and cannot be directly related to the fluorescence anisotropy decay r(t). u = 1, however, does imply that the anisotropy is constant r(t) = 2/5.
Results
Structures of the dyes
The geometry optimised structures of the AlexaFluor dyes are shown in Fig 2A and 2B respectively. Consistent transition moments were obtained using both CIS and TD Hartree-Fock methods for both the entire molecule and the headgroup only (provided the basis set was larger than STO-3G). Surprisingly, using TD DFT with both the BLYP and B3LYP functionals created incongruous results with only very weak transition moments found. The directions of the transition moment found in the Hartree fock methods are indicated by the arrows in Fig 2A and B . For AF488 this lies roughly in the plane of the headgroup structure, but for AF568 it is slightly skewed due to the off-plane positions of the sulfite groups.
AlexaFluor dyes in water
The linker groups in the fluorophores are found to be quite flexible in molecular dynamics simulations. When the fluorophores are placed in a water box they are found to oscillate between two predominant structures as indicated in Fig 2C where the length of the molecule is plotted during the simulation (measured between the oxygen in the centre of the headgroup and the carbon at the far end of the maleimide group). In one of these conformations the molecule is fully extended very similar to the structures found in the abinitio calculations. In the other, the linker bends into a compact 'U' shape ( Fig 2D and E) such as to minimise the interaction between the non-polar linker with the surrounding water. Similar conformations were reported in a previous molecular dynamics simulation of AF488 (21) . It has previously been noted that the decay of fluorescence anisotropy of the dyes, an experimentally measurable property, can be directly predicted from simulations such as conducted in this study. We calculated the fluorescence anisotropy decay of AF488 and AF568 in water, and fitting the decay curves with a single exponential function yields a rotational correlation time of 176ps for AF488 and 316ps for the larger AF568 molecule. Notably, the result for AF488 is longer than found in the previous study, and much closer to the experimentally measured value (170ps). The use of a longer linker group and different charge on the fluorophore to match the properties suggested by Invitrogen Molecular Probes and the use of a different force field (CHARMM as opposed to GROMACS) may explain these differences.
AlexaFluor dyes on MscL
Similar conformational changes of the linker are observed when the dye molecules are bound to the MscL protein as in water, but the timescale of the oscillations between them is much slower. In Fig 3A the length of the 5 fluorophores attached to residue 42 are shown, and it is apparent that while 4 of them remain in the extended conformation for the entire simulation, one AF488 quickly adopts the bent shape. A similar plot is shown in Fig 4A when the fluorophores are attached to residue 55. In this case one fluorophore remains in the compact conformation throughout the simulations, but two others also sample this state.
For comparison with measurements of the orientation of fluorophores attached to membrane bound proteins, we plot the angle of the fluorophore transition moment with respect to the membrane normal in Fig 3B and 4B . When the dyes are attached to site 42, the headgroups remain fairly much in the plane of the membrane throughout the simulation. As this site lies level with the top of the membrane the fluorophores can adopt a relatively stable configuration along the membrane water interface as can be seen in Fig 1. This allows the non-polar linker to sit within the hydrophobic core of the membrane, while the polar headgroups of the fluorophores sit amongst the lipid headgroups and water. When the fluorophores are attached further from the membrane (Fig 4B) no such configurations can arise and they are found to be much more mobile, sampling a number of angles throughout the simulation.
The actual angle of the fluorophore relative to the membrane cannot be measured directly using experimental methods (20) . Rather, what can be measured is the so called 'B factor' that relates the average angle and the mobility of the fluorophore. In table 1 we show the average angle, mobility and B factor for each of the fluorophores in the two simulations. The mobility, or orientational freedom of the fluorophores is denoted by the parameter u that can range from 0 for completely mobile fluorophores to 1 for fluorophores with a fixed orientation (20) . The values of u show that the fluorophores are more mobile when attached to the periplasmic domain in agreement with previous results. Surprisingly, this freedom means that the values of the B factor are very different for each fluorophore, adopting both positive and negative values, and show greater variation than when the fluorophores are attached to site 42. The B parameter has been measured experimentally for these situations, yielding values of -0.10, -0.19 for AF488 and AF568 attached to site 42 and -0.08, and -0.15 when attached to site 55 (20) . The difference between the simulated values and the measured ones, as well as the variation within the results for the different fluorophores suggests that the simulation has not been conducted for long enough to obtain reliable average values, a point that will be discussed in more detail below.
In Fig 3C and 4C the distance between the AF488 and AF568 pairs is plotted, the property that is usually aimed to be measured in FRET experiments. It is notable that these distances do not stay constant during the simulation. When attached at residue 42, the distance between next nearest neighbours is always larger than that between nearest neighbours as may be expected. But, the difference in distance between pairs of nearest or next nearest neighbours can differ by as much as 20Å. Measurement of the distance between many FRET pairs, as in ensemble measurements, will only yield the 'average intensities' resulting from an average of all fluorophore separations. When the fluorophores are attached to the periplasmic domain, next nearest neighbours at times get closer than nearest neighbours. This results from the system losing its five-fold symmetry as can be seen in Fig  5B. This may have consequences when interpreting FRET data assuming a symmetric protein.
Finally, the instantaneous orientation factor, κ 2 , that influences reso-nance energy transfer is plotted in Figs. 3D and 4D . It is evident in our simulations firstly that the κ 2 value is often significantly different between different pairs of fluorophores. Secondly, these values change significantly during the simulation, and it is not unusual for the fluorophores to sample the entire range of possible values (0-4) within the short simulation time (15ns). Given that the fluorescence lifetime of most fluorophores is in the order of a few nanoseconds, it is quite likely that their relative orientation will change while the donor is excited, a fact that should be apparent in measurements of fluorescence anisotropy. The average value of κ 2 for each fluorophore pair is shown in table 2. The MscL protein is made from 5 identical subunits, meaning that the fluorophores are attached to identical sites. Thus, the fact that differing pairs of fluorophores have very different average κ 2 values suggests that the simulations have not been run for long enough to obtain good average values, and that longer simulations are required to directly predict the orientation factor from such simulations. Unfortunately, the size of the simulation makes this computationally demanding.
Single AlexaFluor dyes on MscL
As simulations of fluorophores attached to the complete MscL pentamer did not allow the average orientation factor (or FRET efficiency) to be determined, two alternative approaches were examined to overcome the computational requirements of long simulations. The first involved conducting simulations on smaller systems containing only one fluorophore while the second approach was to assume that each fluorophore moves independently to increase the ensemble that was being averaged.
Six additional simulations were conducted on smaller systems, each containing just one fifth of the protein and one fluorophore. Two independent simulations were conducted with each of AF488 and AF568 attached to site 42 (one for 50ns and one for 25ns), while one was conducted with each fluorophore attached to site 55 (each 30ns in length). To do this, a region of the large simulations containing the desired fluorophore along with the surrounding protein, lipid and water was selected. Atoms within 2Å of the edge were held by strong harmonic constraints ( 2 kcal/molÅ 2 ) to maintain the integrity of the system, while the remainder of the atoms could move freely. Snapshots showing the selected protein and fluorophore are shown in Fig 5 .
Simulations on these smaller system could be conducted for up to 50 ns, significantly longer than those on the entire pentameric system. In Fig 5 C , D, E and F the position of the fluorophores relative to the protein is shown at the beginning and end of the simulations. The region of space sampled by the central oxygen in the headgroup of each fluorophore is also illustrated by the grey surface, indicating that the fluorophores do move considerably during the simulation. As noted previously, fluorophores attached to the periplasmic domain appear more mobile than those attached at the lipid water interface. This can be quantified by calculating the volume of the surfaces illustrated in Fig 5 as in table 3 that shows the periplasmic fluorophores are almost twice as mobile.
As expected, the fluorophores are much less mobile when attached to MscL than they are when dispersed in water. As a consequence the timescale for fluorescence anisotropy decay is much larger as illustrated in Fig 6. Indeed, when the fluorophores are attached to residue 42 the fluorophore orientation does not change significantly during 50 ns of simulation, thus the timescale for rotational correlation cannot be estimated. The greater rotational freedom of the fluorophores attached to residue 55 does lead to their orientations becoming uncorrelated after long times , and a calculation of the fluorescence anisotropy decay curve and a rotational correlation time of 1.8 and 2.7 ns for AF488 and AF568 respectively, much greater than found for the dyes in in water.
An interesting question to consider is whether the greater mobility of the fluorophores when attached to residue 55 compared to residue 42 is a consequence of the differing environment of the fluorophores or the mobility of the protein site to which they are attached. To help answer this question the volume of space sampled by the sulfur atom in the cysteine residue to which the fluorophores are bound is also shown in table 3. Although the residue 55 has slightly greater mobility than residue 42, the difference is much smaller than it is for the fluorophores themselves, suggesting that greater mobility of fluorophores attached to site 55 is due mainly to their bulk environment than any difference in the underlying protein mobility at that site.
To judge if the simulations of the smaller systems have enabled long enough simulations to be conducted to collect reliable overage fluorophore orientations we need to consider how reliably the fluorophores sample their possible conformational space. One way to do this is to note whether the fluorophore length, angle to the membrane and orientation factor visit the same values many times during the simulation, or continue to adopt new values as the simulation proceeds. Although the distance and orientation factor κ 2 cannot be directly determined from simulation of a single fluorophore, this information can be inferred if we assume that the simulations of the donor (AF488) and acceptor (AF568) are offset by 72 • with respect to one another as in a pentameric protein. The orientation factor calculated in this way is plotted in Fig. 7 . As the fluorophores are more mobile when attached to site 55 it appears as if a reasonable average value for κ 2 could be obtained. However, it appears unlikely that a reliable average value could be determined for site 42 as the orientation factor appears to be sample new values throughout the entire simulation period.
The average parameters describing the orientation of the fluorophores are detailed in table 4. In this case the value of u describing the orientational freedom of the fluorophores is only a little smaller than in the simulations of the larger system, showing that the fluorophores have still do not adopt many rotational configurations. The average angle of the fluorophores from the membrane normal shows that the fluorophore headgroups remain more parallel to the membrane plane when attached to site 42 than for site 55. The values of the B factor are also more negative in the simulations than determined experimentally, suggesting that longer simulations are required to accurately reproduce the orientational motion of the dyes
The length of the fluorophores during these longer simulations is plotted in Fig 6A and 7A . When the AF488 was attached to site 42 it quickly folds up to adopt the compact bent configuration (see Fig 5C) and remains in this state for the entire 50 ns simulation. To see if this should be expected to always occur, the simulation was repeated, and as shown in Fig 6A, in this second 30ns simulation the fluorophore did not adopt the compact configuration. AF568 remains in the extended conformation apart from some brief periods when attached to site 55. The orientation of the fluorophores is plotted in Fig 6B and 7B . As noted in the simulations of the entire pentameric structure, the fluorophores have a much more stable orientation (parallel to the membrane plane) when attached to site 42 than when attached to site 55.
Single pot ensemble averaging
The second approach to improve the sampling is to assume that each fluorophore in each simulation moves independently. This means firstly that the relative orientations of different fluorophores in the same simulation, as well as fluorophores in separate simulations can be utilised by rotating each about the axis of symmetry in the pentameric protein by multiples of 72 • as described above. Secondly, the orientation factor can be calculated over all combinations of times, rather than simply calculating it from the orientation of each fluorophore at the same time in the simulation. To do this, the position of each fluorophore at each time step in each simulation was treated equivalently and (after rotation so that each was aligned as if attached to the same protein subunit) added to a large pot containing all the other fluorophore positions and conformations. Averaging the quantities of interest of this large ensemble greatly increases the statistics.
We first consider the average properties of single fluorophores as shown in table 4. While our simulations data, especially that for site 42, predicts more negative values for the B-factor than found experimentally (-0.08 to -0.19) they do place the average angle relative to the membrane normal in the experimentally determined range.
The more interesting quantities to calculate are the average values of the orientation factor and the FRET efficiency for transfer between fluorophores. In Fig. 8 we plot frequency histograms for both of these quantities. It is notable that our results predict that the FRET efficiency of transfer between fluorophores at any instant in time could lie almost anywhere in the possible range from 0 to 1, a consequence of the fact that the fluorophores alter their relative orientation and positions significantly during the simulations. Notably the average FRET efficiency when the fluorophores are attached to site 42 is 0.61 is in perfect agreement with the experimentally determined value of 0.61 ± 0.1. This should be considered somewhat fortuitous given that the measurements of the individual fluorophore orientations described above differ with experimental values. It does, however suggest that the structural arrangements of the fluorophores seen in these simulations may reflect the positions adopted in reality. The values of κ 2 in this case are larger than the traditionally used value of 2/3 as the fluorophores keep some degree of alignment through the simulations as they all remain roughly in the plane of the membrane.
In contrast the orientation factor when the fluorophores are attached to site 55 is significantly lower than the dynamic average value of 2/3. This results in a lower FRET efficiency than seen for site 42 despite the fact that the fluorophores are generally closer together (cf Fig. 4) . That the FRET efficiency is lower in this case is in agreement with unpublished experimental measurements, although measurements suggest a real value of less than 0.1.
Discussion
The simulation of fluorophores attached to protein molecules has the prospect of greatly enhancing our understanding of experimental measurements by allowing the prediction of properties such as fluorophore orientations that cannot be measured experimentally. In the present case we attach AF488 and AF568 to two different sites the MscL protein and examine their behaviour over many 10s of nanoseconds of simulations. One clear conclusion of these simulations is that the fluorophores are relatively mobile, adopting both extended and compact conformations as well as rotating in space. It is also clear that the environment of the fluorophores can greatly influence their mobility. When the dyes are attached near the membrane water interface, they adopt relatively stable configurations with the non-polar regions interacting with the hydrophobic lipid core, and the polar headgroups with the lipid headgroups and water. When they stick into bulk water, however, they can rotate more freely. Thus, caution must be applied if using measures of the motion of the dyes to directly represent the underlying motion of the host molecule. However, in this case the use of an orientation factor of 2/3 will be more reliable. Surprisingly, there was no evidence of the fluorophores inserting into the lipid core, despite the extended aromatic rings in their structures.
It was hoped that the simulations conducted in this study might be used to predict the likely value of the orientation factor κ 2 for use in corresponding FRET experiments. Simulations of the dyes in water in this and a previous study (21) has shown that short molecular dynamics simulations can be used to accurately predict the anisotropy decay, a property that is related to the orientational freedom of the fluorophores. Also, the fact that fluorescence lifetimes are in the order of a few nanoseconds gave hope that we would be able to simulate for long enough to accurately predict values for κ 2 . When attached to the MscL protein, however, the orientational freedom of the fluorophores is reduced and the time required to allow the fluorophore to sample all available configurations is greatly enlarged. This means that long simulations are required to calculate useful average values of the orientation of the transition moments of the fluorophores relative to the plane of the membrane and to each other. Alternatively, given the short length of the excited state compared to the timescale of mobility of the fluorophores, it is possible that FRET measurements could be sampling non-equilibrium configurations. We simulated for up to 50ns, but were unable to obtain useful values as is apparent in the discrepancies between our predicted B factors and measured values. As a consequence, we were unable to predict the most likely value of κ 2 to use when interpreting our experiments.
It is worthwhile reflecting under what conditions the approach developed here will be of use in determining likely orientation factors in situations of biological relevance. The methodology is not straightforward, it requires accurate parametrisation of the fluorophores for use in MD simulations as this has not previously been done for many such molecules. It requires knowledge of the orientation of the transition dipoles within the molecule from experimental measurements or a willingness to calculate these using ab initio methods. Finally it requires long molecular dynamics simulations in order to derive accurate average properties. The poor sampling arising in our simulations results both from having a large protein that requires a large simulation system, and the interaction of the fluorophores with the lipid that reduces their mobility and the constraints on the mobility of the fluorophores that mean long simulation times are required to sample all possible configurations. Such issues may be less of a problem in small soluble proteins, or could be countered by using greater computational power. This means that an assement of the solvent accessibility of the fluorophores and the size of the protein may help to determine if the computational effort involved in simulating it is likely to achieve worthwhile results.
Alternatively, rather than using a brute force approach that requires large simulations times to determine the fluorophore orientations as in this study, biasing forces could be used to make the fluorophores sample a greater range of configurations is a shorter simulation time. Using umbrella sampling (37-39) with the location of the centre of the fluorophore headgroup as the reaction coordinate for example, could enable a probability distribution function for the fluorophore configurations to be determined from which much better average orientations could be determined.
Although still in its infancy, the use of molecular simulations to better understand and interpret fluorescence experiments holds great promise. 
